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**Thermage**

If you find that you are not happy with the overall texture of your face and are tired of trying all kinds of products, Face by Thermage may be the answer you’ve been looking for. Face by Thermage helps to smooth, tighten and contour facial skin, soften wrinkles around the mouth, eyes and forehead, and can give your skin an overall satisfying look and feel.

Eyes by Thermage is the first and only company to receive FDA clearance for non-invasive eyelid treatments. It helps smooth and tighten skin around the eyes and eyelids, decreasing wrinkles, lines and hooding. It works out perfect for those of us that love applying eye shadow on tighter smoother eyelids! Lips by Thermage is also a non invasive option one may take if you are looking to tighten the skin around and on your lips as well as giving your lips a naturally younger and fuller look.

Thermage uses unique radiofrequency (RF) technology to safely heat the deep layers of your skin, while cooling the surface of your skin to keep it intact during the procedure. This deep heating stimulates your body’s natural skin renewal process, which helps tighten existing collagen and form new collagen. Check out Eyes by Thermage as well as Lips by Thermage to give your face an overall “makeover”!
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To obtain further information about Thermage and or any other skin service Miami Plastic Surgery offers please contact Ana, our onsite Medical Aesthetician at 305-595-2969

Case of the Month: Open Rhinoplasty by Dr. Carlos Wolf

Melissa Giron came to Dr. Wolf with hopes of getting the nose she always wanted, and that is exactly what she got!

When Melissa met Dr. Wolf her nose had a noticeably wide tip with thick skin. These two characteristics along with patients who want a more symmetric, thinner tip or have already had a rhinoplasty are the ideal candidates for the open rhinoplasty surgery.

Dr. Wolf studied the open rhinoplasty technique under the late Dr. Jack Anderson while doing his residency at Tulane University. Dr. Anderson was one of the doctors who modernized this procedure about twenty five years ago in New Orleans.

In Melissa's case, Dr. Wolf made an incision across the columella, the skin between the nostrils, which made it possible for him to shape the cartilage in a precise manner. The incision is in the underside of the nose which leaves minimal scarring on the outside portion of the columella. As time progresses the incision will fade.

As in most surgeries, some swelling and bruising does occur but subsides when following proper care instructions. The open rhinoplasty technique is usually recommended in patients such as Melissa who have thicker skin and a wider tip of the nose.

Your Feedback is valued!!!

Palomar Pulsed Light

How does it work?

Palomar Systems uses specialized headpieces which filter light to target blood vessels and pigmented lesions.

Each band of the spectrum has a wavelength that is ideal for different treatments, such as sunspot removal and vessel clearance. The headpiece emits pulses of light into the skin to the pigment in sunspots and the blood in visible vessels, which typically fade from view within two weeks after treatment.

Sunspots

Rosacea

Spider Veins

Sunspots/Sun Damage: The sunspots will darken after treatment and be naturally shed from the skin within 1-2 weeks
To schedule an appointment with Dr. Wolf please contact our offices at (305) 595-2969

GRAND OPENING OF THE MIAMI PLASTIC SURGERY WEBSTORE

Are you out of your Obagi C-Clarifying Serum, Colorescience SPF Brush, Nia 24 Physical Cleansing Scrub, Skin Ceuticals Sport UV SPF 45, or your Divaderm Mascara for a night out?

Not to worry!

Miami Plastic Surgery is opening its online WebStore this March 2010. Look for a WebStore announcement coming soon!

Rosacea: Skin tone will typically benefit from less pronounced redness within a week after treatments.

Spider Veins: Vessels may disappear after treatment. They may appear darker at first and then fully or partially fade within 10-14 days.

Call us today to schedule your appointment with Cheryl Franklin RN. (305) 595-2969

Liquid Smile..

A smile can light up your face!

But if your teeth aren’t as pearly white as you’d like them to be, you can do something about it now, and it’s easy!
Some of our patients are so busy they have a hard time making it to our office during the week to replenish their skin care products when they run out. When you work so hard to maintain that fresh and glowing skin, the last thing you want to do is erase that by using something else and settling for department or drug store brands! Now with a simple online visit to MiamiPlasticSurgery.com you can choose from all of the products we carry and order from the convenience of your home.

If you are running low you can even order in advance. If you run out and need something right away you can request overnight shipping, or if you want to simply stock up, now is your chance to do so!
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT: ELLEN FRANK

Ellen Frank started working with Dr. Carlos Wolf in 1994 as his Business Administrator. In 1999 they both joined Miami Plastic Surgery where she became his Patient Care Coordinator and has been so for over 10 years!

Ellen is officially from Boston and moved to Florida in 1973. "I consider myself a full fledged Floridian" she
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT: ELLEN FRANK

Ellen Frank started working with Dr. Carlos Wolf in 1994 as his Business Administrator. In 1999 they both joined Miami Plastic Surgery where she became his Patient Care Coordinator and has been so for over 10 years!

Ellen is officially from Boston and moved to Florida in 1973. "I consider myself a full fledged Floridian" she
says, although she definitely has her Boston accent to prove where she's
really from! Her favorite pastimes are shopping and fashion. She originally
studied Retail Fashion but said that Dr. Wolf won her over and she has never
looked back. She hasn’t forgotten her studies however, Ellen is always
dressed to impress!

"My favorite part of my job is Dr. Wolf. He is the nicest person I know, and
most importantly he puts up with me! Being from Boston and not having my
family here in Florida I must say that I love the girls I work with and they are
my family!"

Miami Plastic Surgery is blessed to have someone like Ellen as a part of the
team and we look forward to having her around for a long time to come!
Congratulations on Employee of the Month Ellen, you deserve it!

Patients Corner with Gypsy Collar

My name is Gypsy Collar and I had a tummy tuck and breast
augmentation with Dr. Brad Herman. After losing 80 lbs I decided to
undergo plastic surgery. I researched, visited, and interviewed the
top plastic surgeons in Miami and immediately Dr. Herman and Miami
Plastic Surgery came up. When I met Dr. Herman and the staff at
Miami Plastic Surgery, I was greatly impressed by their quality of
service and professionalism. One literally starts feeling their love and
support from the very first visit. The surgery was practically painless
and the results are amazing. As a matter of fact, many of my friends
have had procedures done with Dr. Herman after witnessing my
results and prompt recuperation. I would highly recommend Miami
Plastic Surgery and Dr. Herman to anyone for any cosmetic
procedure.

If you have a story you'd like to share, please send an email to
jodie@miamiplasticsurgery.com
Dr. Wolf on Channel 7 News

http://www.wsvn.com/features/articles/medicalreports/M1144980/

Miami Plastic Surgery
8940 N. Kendall Drive Suite 903-E Miami, FL 33176
(305)595-2969
www.miamiplasticsurgery.com
Contact: Jessica Odio, Director of Marketing & Public Relations

This newsletter is intended for educational and informational purposes only. It should not be construed as an attempt to offer or render specific medical advice, or as a solicitation for consultation, cosmetic treatments or surgery. Please consult a qualified physician to discuss your specific medical condition and options prior to making any decision or taking any action based upon any information contained in this newsletter. Miami Plastic Surgery and Michael Kelly MD, Brad Herman MD, and Carlos Wolf MD will not be liable for any direct, indirect, consequential, special, exemplary, or other damages arising from any attempt to use or adopt any of the information presented in this newsletter.
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